Unlikely

The follow-up to Jeffrey Browns
self-published debut hit, Clumsy. The
bittersweet story of how Jeffrey Brown lost
his virginity. A full-length graphic novel
drawn in a simple and elegantly awkward
style that heightens the emotional impact of
the work.

unlikely translate: , . Learn more in the Cambridge English-Russian Dictionary.unlikely - traduction anglais-francais.
Forums pour discuter de unlikely, voir ses formes composees, des exemples et poser vos questions. Gratuit.adjective
[usually verb-link ADJECTIVE] [oft ADJECTIVE to-infinitive] If you say that something is unlikely to happen or
unlikely to be true, you believe that it will not happen or that it is not true, although you are not completely sure. A
military coup seems unlikely.Synonyms for not unlikely at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find
descriptive alternatives for not unlikely.[uhn-lahyk-lee] See more synonyms on adjective, un. not likely to be or occur
improbable marked by doubt. holding little prospect of success unpromising likely to fail: He is an unlikely candidate
for reelection. not ingratiating objectionable.German Translation of unlikely The official Collins English-German
Dictionary online. Over 100000 German translations of English words and phrases.Definition of unlikely adjective in
Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes,
synonymshttps:///dj/unlikely?Something not thinkable to happen. However unlikely, it did happen. by larstait October
28, 2003. 33 14. Get the mug. Get a unlikely mug for your fish Sarah.Likely and unlikely - English Grammar Today - a
reference to written and spoken English grammar and usage - Cambridge Dictionary.4 days ago The Brexit negotiations
are unlikely to reach any kind of conclusion until the end of the year because of continuing deadlock between the
UKLikely and unlikely are adjectives. We use them to say that something will probably happen or not happen in the
future. We can use them before a noun, or withDefine unlikely (adjective) and get synonyms. What is unlikely
(adjective)? unlikely (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.Likely and unlikely are
adjectives. We use them to say that something will probably happen or not happen in the future. We can use them before
a noun, or withunlikely (comparative unlikelier or more unlikely, superlative unlikeliest or most Its very unlikely that
youll be able to walk perfectly after being in a cast for sixunlikely adjective (NOT PROBABLE) ? B1 not probable or
likely to happen: [ + (that) ] Its pretty unlikely (that) theyll turn up now - its nearly ten oclock. The lack of evidence
means that the case is unlikely to go to court.Unlikely is the second album by Brazilian stoner rock band Far From
Alaska, released on 4 August 2017. It was recorded in the United States, produced by7 synonyms of unlikely from the
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 23 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for unlikely.
Unlikely definition is - not likely : improbable. How to use unlikely in a sentence.
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